Berries and Blooms
Fabric collection by Hoffman Fabrics
Quilt design by Nancy Mahoney • Quilt size: 71" x 85" • Block size: 10" x 10"

Yardage
Red-Gold Quilt

Red-Silver Quilt

Amount

Used for

M7460-20G
M7460-176S
Natural gold
Ice silver
Fabric B
M7461-292G
M7461-78S
Cardinal gold
Scarlet silver
Fabric C
M7462-22G
M7462-176S
Ivory gold
Ice silver
Fabric D
M7463-20G
M7463-176S
Natural gold
Ice silver
Fabric E
M7464-4G
M7464-213S
Black gold
Onyx silver
Fabric F
M7465-20G
M7465-3S
Natural gold
White silver
Fabric G
M7466-166G
M7466-60S
Evergreen gold
Hunter silver
Fabric H
M7467-20G
M7467-176S
Natural gold
Ice silver
Fabric I
M7468-20G
M7468-176S
Natural gold
Ice silver
Fabric J
M7469-20G
M7469-176S
Natural gold
Ice silver
Backing: 5 ¹⁄₄ yards of any Berries and Blooms fabric
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Cutting
From fabric A, cut:
 5 squares, 10¹⁄₂" x 10¹⁄₂"
From fabric B, cut:
 5 squares, 10¹⁄₂" x 10¹⁄₂"
From fabric C, cut:
 6 strips, 1¹⁄₂" x 42"
 2 strips, 2¹⁄₂" x 42"
From fabric D, cut:
 8 strips, 4¹⁄₂" x 42". Piece strips and cut 2 strips,
4¹⁄₂" x 77" and 2 strips, 4¹⁄₂" x 63".

From fabric E, cut:
 8 strips, 1³⁄₄" x 42". Piece strips and cut 2 strips,
1³⁄₄" x 74¹⁄₂" and 2 strips, 1³⁄₄" x 63".
From fabric F, cut:
 5 squares, 10¹⁄₂" x 10¹⁄₂"
From fabric G, cut:
 38 strips, 1¹⁄₂" x 42"
 3 strips, 2¹⁄₂" x 42"
 4 squares, 4¹⁄₂" x 4¹⁄₂"

From fabric H, cut:
 8 strips, 3¹⁄₂" x 42"; crosscut into
80 squares, 3¹⁄₂" x 3¹⁄₂"
 9 binding strips, 2¹⁄₄" x 42"
From fabric I, cut:
 5 squares, 10¹⁄₂" x 10¹⁄₂"
From fabric J, cut:
 17 strips, 2¹⁄₂" x 42"

Construction
1. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the
wrong side of each fabric H square. Place a marked
square on diagonally opposite corners of a fabric A
square, right sides together. Sew along the marked
line and trim away the corner fabric, leaving a ¹⁄₄"
seam allowance. Sew marked squares on the
remaining two corners of the fabric A square and
trim. Press the seam allowances toward the
resulting triangles. Make five blocks.

2. Repeat step 1, sewing the remaining marked
squares to the corners of the fabric B, fabric F, and
fabric I squares. Make five blocks of each.

6. Sew fabric G 1¹⁄₂"-wide strips to both long edges
of each fabric J strip to make a 17 strip sets. Cut the
strip sets into 49 sashing strips, 10¹⁄₂" wide.

7. Join five blocks from step 5 and four sashing
strips from step 6, beginning with a block and
alternating them as shown in the photo to make a
sashing row. Press the seam allowances toward
the sashing strips. Make six rows.

8. Join five sashing strips from step 6 and four
blocks, beginning with a sashing strip and
alternating them as shown in the photo to make a
block row. Press the seam allowances toward the
sashing strips. Make five rows.

9. Sew the block rows and sashing rows together,
beginning with a sashing row and alternating them
as shown in the photo. Press the seam allowances
toward the sashing rows. The quilt top should
measure 60¹⁄₂" x 74¹⁄₂".

10. Sew the fabric E 74¹⁄₂"-long strips to the sides
of the quilt top. Sew the fabric E 63"-long strips to
the top and bottom of the quilt top to complete
the inner border.

11. Sew the fabric D 77"-long strips to the sides of
3. Sew fabric C 1¹⁄₂"-wide strips to both long edges
of each fabric G 2¹⁄₂"-wide strip to make 3 strip
sets. Cut the strip sets into 60 segments, 1¹⁄₂" wide.

4. Sew fabric G 1¹⁄₂"-wide strips to both long edges
of each fabric C 2¹⁄₂"-wide strip to make 2 strip
sets. Cut the strip sets into 30 segments, 2¹⁄₂" wide.

5. Join two segments from step 3 and one segment
from step 4 to make a sashing block. Make 30
sashing blocks.

the quilt top. Sew fabric G 4¹⁄₂" squares to the
ends of the fabric D 63"-long strips. Sew these
strips to the top and bottom of the quilt top to
complete the outer border.

12. Layer the quilt top with batting and backing;
baste. Quilt as desired. Using the fabric H 2¹⁄₄"wide strips, bind the edges to finish.

